The *Art Magazine* is an open access peer-reviewed international journal published 4 times a year at the end of each season with a purpose to provide knowledge on all aspects of art in the world. Any valuable paper that describes these aspects of science is welcome. Especially we welcome critiques on films and any new idea and discussion on graphics, photography, music and so on which have not been published or established elsewhere. Our aim is a green world and hence, the journal have a paperless base to avoid cutting more trees and producing smaller amount of carbon.

**Editorial Board:** Please note that all the manuscripts will be processed in a rigorous peer review process under professional editors' handling (Editorial Board). After the peer review, the journal will make the best efforts to publish all the valuable works as soon as possible.

**Indexing:** EngineersPress has indexed the Art Magazine by several world class databases. For more information please follow [This Link](#).
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